[Characteristics in treatment of the hip in patients with Down syndrome].
The treatment of hip instability in patients with Down syndrome is challenging. We have performed different pelvic osteotomies and corrections at the proximal femur for this indication. This retrospective study was conducted to evaluate the clinical and radiological outcome of each intervention. All in all, 166 patients with Down syndrome were treated at our orthopaedic department in the observation period. Problems related to the hip joint were diagnosed in 63 of those patients. Only patients who underwent surgery were included in this study. The charts and X-rays of these 31 patients were evaluated with respect to the following parameters: incidence of the hip problem, concomitant diseases, temporal progress, kind of operation method and date, duration of stay in the hospital, after-care, follow-on surgery related to complications, AC angle, CE angle, ACM angle, CCD angle, index of migration according to Reimers, classification of Bauer and Kerschbauer and general morphology of the femoral head. The group was compared with an age-matched group of 21 patients with hip dysplasia. Those patients underwent the same sort of operation in the same year. In the Morbus Down group, we performed surgery for preservation of the hip in 49 cases. This included 13 osteotomies according to Chiari, 11 triple osteotomies according to Tönnis, 10 corrections by femoral varus derotation osteotomy, 8 pelvic osteotomies according to Pemberton, 5 pelvic osteotomies according to Salter and 2 open reductions of the hip. With respect to the moment of surgery, we detected three peaks of age. There was no difference in course of disease and quantity of complications between the groups. Satisfactory results concerning clinical and radiological outcome were achieved predominantly by complete redirectional acetabular osteotomies. Half of the patients who were solely treated by femoral varus derotation osteotomy needed follow-on surgery in the form of pelvic osteotomy. Comparison of preoperative and postoperative range of motion of the hip joint between groups detected capsular insufficiency, increased ligamentous laxity and muscular hypotonia in patients with Down syndrome. Comparison of pelvic radiographs demonstrated significant improvement concerning measured angles in both groups. Preoperative values with respect to AC angle and CE angle were demonstrated to be lower in the hip dysplasia group (p < 0.01); whereas values for ACM angle were comparable between groups. Hypermobility and secondary dislocation of the hip joint is a common problem in patients with Down syndrome, which often requires surgical intervention at an early stage. According to our data and clinical results we suggest a complete redirectional acetabular osteotomy in combination with capsular plication for treatment of this challenging condition.